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Abstract--This paper presents rapidly convergent and more stable recursive algorithms for finding the 
principal nth root of a complex matrix and the associated matrix sector function. The developed 
algorithms ignificantly improve the computational spects of finding the principal nth root of a matrix 
and the matrix sector function. Thus, the developed algorithms will enhance the capabilities of the existing 
computational gorithms uch as the principal nth root algorithm, the matrix sign algorithm and the 
matrix sector algorithm for developing applications to control system problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Computation methods for finding the nth roots of some specific matrices have been proposed in 
[1-10]. Hoskins and Walton [6], using the Newton-Raphson algorithm, have derived a fast and 
stable method for computing the n th roots of positive definite matrices. Based on a spectral 
decomposition technique obtained from the matrix sign function [I] together with Hoskins-Walton 
algorithm [6], Denman et al. [3, 4] have proposed an algorithm to compute the nth roots of real 
and complex matrices without prior knowledge of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrices. 
However, in general, the computed nth root of a general matrix by using the above algorithms 
is not the principal nth root of the matrix. The principal nth root of a matrix can be utilized to 
construct the matrix sign function [1, 7] and the matrix sector function [14, 15], to solve the matrix 
Lyapunov and Riccati equations [1, 2, 11-13] and to approximate some matrix-valued functions 
[16] etc. Shieh et al. [8] first proposed an algorithm to compute the principal nth roots of complex 
matrices. To improve the convergence rate of the computational gorithm in [8], Tsay et al. [9] 
derived a fast algorithm using the matrix continued-fraction method to compute the principal n th 
roots of complex matrices. However, the above two algorithms [8, 9] are not numerically stable. 
For example, for an ill-conditioned matrix such as a stiff matrix containing both large and small 
eigenvalues, the algorithms in [8, 9] converge in the first few iterations and then diverge very 
quickly. To overcome this problem of numerical stability, Higham [10] and Shieh et al. [17] have 
proposed fast and stable algorithms, respectively, for computing the principal square root of a 
complex matrix. Since the algorithms [10, 17] are limited to compute the principal square root of 
a matrix only, we can not apply the algorithms to compute the principal nth root of a complex 
matrix when n is not the power of two. In this paper, we generalize the fast and stable algorithm 
[17] to compute the principal nth root of a complex matrix and then extend the algorithm to 
compute the matrix sector function. 
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we review some definitions of the principal nth 
root of a matrix and the associated matrix sector function. Also, some applications of the matrix 
sector function will be described. Next, fast and stable recursive algorithms for finding the principal 
nth root of a matrix and the associated matrix sector function are developed in Section 3. An 
illustrative xample is given in Section 4, and the results are summarized in Section 5. 
tThis work was supported in part by the U.S. Army Research Office, under contract DAAL-03-S7-K0001, and the 
U.S. Army Missile R&D Command, under Contract DAAH-01-85-CAI 11, and NASA-Johnson Space Center, under 
Contract NAG 9-21 I. 
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2. REVIEW OF THE PRINCIPAL  nth ROOT OF A MATRIX AND 
THE ASSOCIATED MATRIX SECTOR FUNCTION 
The principal nth root of a complex matrix is defined as follows [8, 9]: 
Definition 2. I [9] 
Let a matrix A e C re×m, eigenspectrum a(A)= {2~, i=  1, 2 . . . . .  m}, eigenvalues 2~ #0 and 
arg(Ar) # rr. The principal nth root of A is defined as ~/A e C re×m, where n is a positive integer 
and (a) (,~/-A)" = A, (b) arg(a(Q:A))~(-rr/n, +x/n). 
The fast algorithm [9] which was derived via the matrix continued-fraction method for finding 
the principal n th root of a complex matrix is shown in the following. 
Consider a block-discrete-state equation as 
X(k + l )=  Hr-~(k)X(k) 
X(O) = [Ira, Im . . . . .  I~]V, for k = O, 1, 2 . . . .  (la) 
Then 
lim X~(k)XT+~(k) = ~ for n/> 2 and i e [1, n - 1] (lb) 
k~ao 
where Im denotes the identity matrix of dimension m x m, and H(k)e C . . . .  is the transpose of 
a block K-circulant matrix with K = A [9], viz. 
H(k) = 
X~(k) AX.(k) AX._](k).. .  AX3(k) AX2(k) 
X2(k) X~(k) AX,(k) ... AX,(k) AX3(k) 
X3(k ) X2(k  ) X~(k)  . . .  AXs(k  ) AX, (k) 
: : : ". 
X,_,(k) X,_2(k ) X,_'3(k)...  X,(k) AXe(k) 
X,(k) X~_,(k) X._2(k )  . . .  X2(k) X,(k) 
X(k) = [X~(k), X~(k) . . . . .  x.T(k)] T e C . . . .  
eC . . . .  , (lc) 
(ld) 
Xi(k)eC "×m, for i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, are block-elements and r(>_-2) is the convergence rate of the 
algorithm in (1). Note that Xr(k) for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n and A commute with each other. 
The solution X(k) of the block-state quation in (1) is the first block-column of H(k) in (lc). 
By taking the advantage of the K-circulant matrix, the algorithm with the quadratic onvergence 
rate (r = 2) for computing thei principal n th root of a complex matrix is given below: 
Theorem 2.1 [9] 
The solution of the block-state quation in (1) with the quadratic onvergence rate (r = 2) at 
the kth step is X(k), then 
where 
X(k) = [XT(k), X~(k),. . . ,  Xr(k)] T 
1 
X~(k) = ~ X~(k- 1)X~+l_,(k- 1)+A 
i= l  
X, (k  - 1)X._,.,+.(k - 1), 
i= /+1 
(2a) 
for 1 ~< 1 ~< n - 1 (2b) 
X,(k) = ~ X~(k - 1)X.+l_~(k - 1), for k >/1. (2c) 
i=1  
Also, 
lim Xi(k)XTl(k) = (.~/A):-i, for i i> 1 and j ~< n (3a) 
k ~  
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and 
lim Xt(k)Xi-+~t(k) = ~/A, for 1 ~< i ~< n - 1. (3b) 
k--* oo 
The principal n th root of a matrix is unique. [] 
When the matrix A consists of any negative real eigenvalue (i.e. any arg(o(A))= n), the 
algorithm in [9] cannot be directly applied to compute ,~/-A. The matrix A can be rotated 
by a small angle to give A = A e -ira (where fir is a small positive real angle) so that 
= 
The matrix sector function of A is defined as in the following. 
Definition 2.2 [14, 15] 
Let A ~ C m×m, a(A) = {2~, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  m}, 2~ # 0 and arg(2t) :~ 2rt(k + 1/2)/n for k ~ [0, n - 1]. 
In addition, let M be a modal matrix of A, i.e. A = MJAM -~, where JA is a matrix containing 
Jordan blocks of A. Then the matrix sector function of A, denoted by Sector~(A) or S,(A), is 
defined as 
Sector.(A)= S.(A)= M[i~=~ S.(2 i ) ]M- '  (4) 
where S,(~.) is the scalar n-sector function of 2t, which is defined as S,(;tt) = e j2~k/~ = 2 i /~  with 
k e [0, n - 1] where 2t lies in the interior of the minor sector in C bounded by the sector angles 
2n(k - 1/2)/n and 2n(k + l/2)/n, and ~ is the principal nth root of 27. When n = 2, the 
scalar n-sector function of 2t becomes the sign function of 2t, denoted by Sign(At) [1, 7] i.e. 
Sector2(2t) = $2(2i) = e jkx = ~i/~iA--Sign(~i) with k ~ [0, 1]. 
The matrix sector function S~(A) defined in Definition 2.2 can be expressed as 
S. (A) = A (x~)  -~ (5a) 
where x~ is the principal nth root of A". Also, the associated matrix sign function, denoted by 
Sign (A) [I, 71, becomes 
$2 (A) = A (~/~)-' = Sign (A). (5b) 
The partitioned matrix sector function of A can be described as follows: 
Definition 2.3 [14, 15] 
Let A e C m× m, o'(A) -~- {/~,i, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  m}, 2 t # 0, and arg(~.i) =~ 2rc(p + 1/2)n forp ~ [0, n -- 1]. 
Also, let M be a model matrix of A. Then, the qth matrix n-sector function of A, denoted by 
s(~q)(A), is defined by 
s(nq)(A)=M[i~=l S(~q)(At)] M -' (6) 
where the qth scalar n-sector function of At, denoted by s(,q)(2~), is 
1, when 2n(q - 1/2)/n < arg(At) < 22z(q + 1/2)/n for q ~ [0, n - 1] 
S~)(2t)= 0, otherwise 
The qth matrix n-sector function of A can be obtained by the following equation: 
s(~q)(A) =1- ~.[Sn(A)e-J2~q/n] t-' for qe[0,  n - 1]. (7) 
n i=l  
Separation of matrix eigenvalues i one of the applications of the matrix sector function in 
systems theory. For example, the number of eigenvalues of A e C m × m, which lie within the sector 
• q-~(2rc(q - 1/2)/n, 2n(q + 1/2)/n), where q/> 0 and n I> 1, is trace (s~q)(A)). Also, a matrix A~q.p), 
which contains the eigenvalues lying within the intersection of the sector ~qz~(2n(q- 1~2)In, 
2rt (q + 1/2)/n) and the inner section of a circle with a radius p from the origin of the coordinates, 
can be obtained [15] as follows: 
A(q,p) ~- ~ X S~I)(A) x s(nq)(~4) (Sa) 
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where .,i is a kind of bilinear transformation, 
.4 = (A -- pI,.)(A + pl,.)-'. (8b) 
Some other applications can be found in [14, 15]. For example, a system matrix can be 
block-diagonalized or block-triangularized via the matrix sector function so that each submatrix 
of the block-decomposed system matrix contains the eigenvalues lying within each specified region 
in the C plane, etc. 
3. FAST AND STABLE ALGORITHMS FOR F INDING THE PRINCIPAL  
nth ROOT OF A MATRIX AND THE ASSOCIATED MATRIX 
SECTOR FUNCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the fast and stable algorithms in [17] for computing 
the principal square root of a complex matrix and the associated matrix sign function to the fast 
and stable algorithms for computing the principal n th root of a complex matrix and the associated 
matrix sector function. 
Premultiplying both sides of the block-state equation in (la) with a matrix, block 
diag[Xi-'(k), X?r(k) . . . . .  Xi-'(k)] ~ C . . . .  , and defining Xjr(k)Xi(k + 1)---Xi(k + 1) for 
i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n and X~ (k)X{l(k)~-R (k), we obtain the normalized equivalent block-state quation 
in (1 a) as 
X(k + 1)= I2Ir-~(k)f((k) (9a) 
where 
I?I ( k ) = 
I,, AR-"+'(k)  AR-"+Z(k) . . .  AR-2(k) AR- ' (k )  
R- l (k )  I,,, AR "+'(k) . . .  AR 3(k) AR-2(k) 
R-~(k) R- : (k)  I,, : . .  AR-.4(k) AR_3(k) 
R- ,+:(k)  R-,+3(k) R-,+4(k) . . .  I m AR- i+I(k)  
R-"+l(k) R-"+2(k) R-"+3(k) . . .  R-~(k) I,, 
(9b) 
where H(k)  • C . . . .  , 
with 
X(k + l) = [XT(k + 1), 2~(k + l) . . . . .  2.T(k + 1)] T • C . . . .  
X(k) = [I.,, (R - '(k)) T, (R -2 (k))+ . . . . .  (R -"+ '(k))X] + • C . . . .  
(9c) 
(9d) 
R(k + l) = ~'t(k + 1)~'2'(k + l) and lim R(k) = ,~/-A. (9e) 
A recursive form can be obtained from (9a) by using the following definition: 
where 
Yj(k) za IgU-, (k)X(k) 
~_ ,(k) -~/4J- 2 (k)X(k) 
(10a) 
(10b) 
Yj(k)~a[Y~,j(k),(R-'(k)Y2,j(k))r,(R-2(k)Y3j(k)) x . . . . .  (R-"+t(k)Y.d(k))r] s (10c) 
the block-vector Yj(k) e C . . . .  and the block-elements Yi4(k) E C" × " for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. Note that 
the subscript j in (10) denotes the index of the convergence rate. Then, from (10) we obtain the 
following recursive algorithm for j = 2, 3 . . . . .  r and any k, 
Yj(k)= T(k)Yj_,(k), Yi, l (k)=l , ,  for i=  1,2 . . . . .  n (10d) 
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where 
r (k)  = 
I= AR-"(k)  AR-" (k ) . . .AR- ' (k )  
/. L. XR-"(k)... XR-"(k) 
Im I,, Im . . .  AR-" (k)  
• , 
• o 
I,. Im I= . . .  AR- ' (k )  
_Ira Im Im . . .  I. 
e C . . . .  (10e) 
Substituting .~l(k + 1) = Yi.,(k) and .~2(k + 1) = R-l(k)Y2.,(k) into (9e), we have 
R(k+l )=R(k)Y~, ] (k )Y l , , (k ) ,  R(0) =Im for k =0,  1,2 . . . .  ( l la )  
Note that R(k) ,  Y~,](k) and Yl,,(k) commute with each other. Let define G(k)~-AR- ' (k) ,  and 
then from (1 la) we obtain the following equation: 
Y-~lkXl" G(O)=A for k 0, 1,2, . ( l lb )  G(k + 1)=G(k)[Y2. , (k  ) .,r, ,J, = . . 
Expanding the matrix equation in (10d), we have 
Y~j(k) = Y~,(j_ ~)(k) + G(k)[Y2,(j_ l)(k) + Y3,(j-l)(k) q- - ' '  d- Yn,(j-l)(k)] 
Y2j(k) = Yl,(j-l)(k) + Y2,(j-i)(k) + G(k)[Y3,(j_ l)(k) + Y4.(j-i)(k) + " "  + Y.,(j_ i)(k)] 
Y(._ ~)j(k ) = Yl,(j-1)(k ) + Y2,(j- l)(k) + " "  + Y(.- l).(j- l)(k ) + G (k ) Y.,(j_ l)(k ) 
Y..j(k) = Yt,(j_l)(k) + Y2,(j_l)(k) + " " + Y.,(j_l)(k) (12a) 
or, in general form, 
i 
Yi, j (k)= E Yp,(j_.)(k)+G(k) ~ Y,.u_t)(k), 
p= 1 I=  i+  1 
for j=2 ,3  . . . . .  r, i=1 ,2  . . . .  ,n and k=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
Combining the algorithms in ( l la) ,  
k -- 0, 1, 2 . . . .  as follows: 
(12b) 
( l lb )  and (12b), we obtain the desired algorithm for "  
i 
Y,.j(k) = ~ Yp.(j_,)(k)+G(k) 
p=l  
G(k + l )=  G(k)[Y2.,(k)Y~(k)]", 
R(k + l )=  R(k)Y~(k)Y~, , (k) ,  
YI, u-  l)(k ) 
I= i+ l  
for j = 2, 3 . . . .  . r and i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n (13a) 
G(0) = A, lira G(k) =Im (13b) 
k--* oo 
R(0) = I,., lim R(k) = ~ (13c) 
where n denotes the index of  the nth root of  a matrix and r is the order of  the desired convergence 
rate. Letting r = 2 and 3, we obtain the nth root algorithms, respectively, as follows: 
When r = 2, (13) becomes 
G(k + l) = G(k){[2I,,, + (n - 2)G(k)][I,,, + (n - 1)G(k)]- '}" 
G (0) = A, lira G (k) =Im (14a) 
R(k + l) = R(k)[2I m + (n - 2)G(k)]-~[Im + (n - 1)G(k)] 
R (0) = Ira, lira R (k) = x~/-A. 
k~oo 
(14b) 
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When r = 3, we obtain 
G(k+l )=G(k){[3 l "+(n2+5n-12)G(k)+(  n 2 - 5 n 2  2 +6)GZ(k)  1 
×[ I "+(nZ+3n-4)G(k '+(nZ-3n+2)GZ(k ' l - '}  " 2  2 
G (0) = A, lim G (k) = I,. 
k ~  
[ ( ) (n2 - -5n+6)  l - t  R(k + l )=R(k)  3Imq- nE+5n-12  a(k)+ G:(k) 
2 2 
× l_ 2 a k)+ n 2 2 
R (0) = Ira, lira R (k) = .~/-A. 
k~oo 
In the following, we list some commonly used pairs. 
When r = 2 and n = 2, we have 
G(k + 1) = G(k){[2I,,][l,. + G(k)]- '} 2, G(0) = A 
R(k + 1) = R(k)[2I,,]-'[I,, + G (k)], R(0) = I,, 
lim R (k) = ~/-A. 
k~oo 
When r = 2 and n = 3, we have 
G(k + 1) = G(k){[2I,, + G(k)][I,. + 2G (k)]-L} 3, G(0) = A 
R(k + 1) = R(k)[2I,. + G(k)]-'[I., + 2G (k)], R(0) = I~ 
lira R (k) = .~ .  
k~oo 
When r = 2 and n =4,  we have 
G(k + 1) = G(k){[2I,, + 2G(k)][I,, + 3G (k)]-'} 4, G(0) = A 
R(k + 1) = R(k)[2I,, + 2G(k)]-'[I,. + 3G (k)], R(0) = I., 
lira R (k) = ,flA. 
k~oo 
When r = 3 and n = 2, we have 
G(k + 1) = G(k){[3I,. + G(k)][Im + 3G (k)]-'}% G(0) = A 
R(k + l)=R(k)[3Im+G(k)]-t[I,,+3G(k)], R(0) = I,, 
lim R (k) = ~/A. 
When r = 3 and n = 3, we have 
G(k + 1) = G(k){[3Im + 6G(k)][I,, + 7G(k) + G2(k)]-'} 3, G(0) = A 
R(k + 1) = R(k)[3I,. + 6G(k)]-~[I,, + 7G(k) + G2(k)], R(0) =Im 
lim R (k) = .$#A. 
When r = 3 and n =4,  we have 
G(k + 1) = G(k){[3I,. + 12G (k) + G2(k)][I,. + lZG (k) + 3G:(k)]-'} ', G (0) = A 
04c) 
(14d) 
(15a) 
05b) 
05c) 
(16a) 
(16b) 
(16c) 
(17a) 
(17b) 
(17c) 
(18a) 
(18b) 
08c) 
(19a) 
(19b) 
(19c) 
(20a) 
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R(k + 1)=R(k)[3Im+ 12G(k)+G2(k)]-'[lm+ 12G(k)+ 3G2(k)], R(0) =Im 
lim R(k) = ~/A. 
k~oo 
Some other cases are listed below. 
When r = 4 and n = 2, we have 
G(k + 1) = G(k){[4lm + 4G(k)][Im + 6G(k) + G2(k)]-t} 2, G(0) = A 
R(k + 1) = R(k)[4Im + 4G(k)]-~[Im +6G(k) + G2(k)], R(0) =Im 
lim R (k) = ,~/-A. 
k~Qo 
When r = 4 and n = 3, we have 
G(k + 1) = G(k){[4Im + 19G(k) + 4G2(k)][Im + 16G(k) + 10GE(k)]-l} 3, G(0) = A 
R(k + 1)=R(k)[4Im+ 19G(k)+4G2(k)]-~[Im+ 16G(k) + 10GE(k)], R(O)=Im 
lim R (k) = ,~:A. 
k~ct~ 
When r = 4 and n = 4, we have 
G(k + l) 
G(0) 
R(k + l) 
R(0) 
lim R (k) 
k~oo 
9o9 
(20b) 
(20c) 
(21a) 
(21b) 
(21c) 
(22a) 
(22b) 
(22c) 
= G(k){[4Im + 40G(k) + 20G2(k)][Im +31G(k) + 31GE(k) + G3(k)]-'} 4
= A (23a) 
= R(k) [4 I , .  + 40G (k) + 20G~(k)]-'[Im + 31G(k) + 31G2(k) + G3(k)] 
= Ir,, (23b) 
= x~-  (23c) 
Theorem 3.1 
The principal nth root algorithm in (13) with r(~>2)th order convergence rate is numerically 
stable in the sense that the perturbations arising from the round-off errors at the kth iteration 
have only a bounded effect on succeeding iterates if no new round-off errorsare introduced on 
succeeding iterates. 
Proof The convergence rate of the algorithm in (13) is the same as that in (1) because the 
algorithm in (13) is derived from the algorithm in (1). The numerical stability of the algorithm in 
(13) can be analyzed as follows: 
Consider the principal nth root algorithms in (14), which has quadratic onvergence rate 
(r = 2). Our objective is to show that the algorithm in (14) is numerically stable in the sense 
that perturbations arising from the rounding errors at the kth iteration do not lead to 
unbounded perturbations on succeeding iterates. Let the perturbed models be t~(k) and R(k) 
and the associated round-off errors be E(k) and F(k), respectively. Hence by definition, 
G(k) = G(k) + E(k) and/~(k) = R(k) + F(k). Our purpose is to analyze how the error matrices 
E(k) and F(k) propogate at the (k + 1)th stage. To simplify the analysis, we assume that no 
round-off errors occur when we compute t~(k + 1) and R(k + 1) in the following: 
(~(k + 1) = G(k) {[2Ira + (n -- 2)(~ (k)][lm + (n - 1)(~(k)]-l}" 
/~(k + 1) =/~ (k)[2/~ + (n - 2)t~ (k)]-~[/m + (n - 1)G(k)]. 
(24a) 
(24b) 
Substituting G(k)(=G(k)+ E(k)) and R(k)(=R(k)+F(k)) into (24a) using the perturbation 
formula 
(D + A)-' = D- '  - D-tAD -' + o(II A II) (25) 
where the D and A are matrices and o (in A II) is the high order trivial term of (ll A II), and omitting 
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the high order trivial terms of E(k)  and F(k )  result in 
G(k + 1) + E(k  + 1) = [G(k) + E(k)]~(21" + (n - 2)G(k) + (n - 2)E(k)} 
× ([I" + (n - 1 )a (k ) ] - '  - [I" + (n - 1)G(k)] '(n - 1)E(k) 
x [I,, + (n - 1)G(k)]-l}~ n (26a) 
= [G(k)  + E(k) ]{ [2 I "  + (n - 2 )E(k) ] [ I , .  + (n - l )G(k ) ] - '  
- [21,, + (n -- 2)G(k)][ I" + (n - 1)G(k)]-~(n - 1)E(k) 
x [Ira + (n - 1)G(k)]-' + (n - 2)E(k)[Im + (n - 1)G(k)]-' 
- (n - 2)E(k)[Im + (n - 1)G(k)]-t(n - 1)E(k) 
x [I" + (n -- 1)G(k)]-'}L (26b) 
When k~oo,  R(k ) - - ,~/A .  Hence G(k)=AR- t (k )~I " .  Thus, (26b) becomes 
G(k + 1) + E(k  + 1) = [I" + E(k)] Im (n - l_____) E(k)  + (n - 2) E(k)  (26c) 
n n 
=[ I " -FE(k ) ]{  Im E(k)} nn  (26d) 
G(k + l) + E(k  + l) = [I" + E(k)l[Im - E(k)] = I~. (26e) 
Substituting k~oo to (14a), we obtain 
G (k + 1) =/" .  (26f) 
Thus, from (26e), we prove 
E (k + 1) = 0". (26g) 
Similarly, substituting (~(k) and R(k) to (24b), we get 
R(k  + l) + F(k  + l) = [R(k) + F(k)][ I"  + (n - 1)G (k) + (n - 1)E(k)] 
x {[2I,, + (n -- 2)G (k)] -~ - [2I" + (n - 2)G(k)] - I (n - 2)E(k) 
x [21" + (n - 2)G(k)] -1 } (27a) 
= [R (k) + F(k)] {[Ira + (n - 1)G (k)] [2I,. + (n - 2)G (k)]-' 
- [I,,, + (n - l)G(k)][2I,. + (n - 2)G(k)]-~(n - 2)E(k) 
x [2Ira + (n - 2)G(k)] -l +(n - l )E (k ) [2 I "+(n  - 2)G(k)]-~}. (27b) 
Subtracting (14b) from (27b) and substituting G(k)= Im for k~oo to (27b), we get 
F(k  + l )  = F(k )  + R(k)F  - (n  - 2) E(k)  + (n - l) E(k)7  (27c) 
L n n J 
E(k)  
= F (k )  + R(k )  - -  (27d) 
n 
The block-state equations in (26g) and (27d) with a null system matrix and an identity 
system matrix, respectively, are stable because the eigenvalues of the system matrices in (26g) 
and (27d) are zeros and ones, respectively. If we make a further assumption that no new 
round-off errors are introduced at the (k + 2)nd stage of the iteration, then (27d) becomes 
F(k  + 2) = F(k  + l) + R(k  + l )E(k + 1)/n = F (k  + 1). This suggests that the perturbations 
arising from the round-off errors at the kth iteration have only a bounded effect on succeeding 
iterates. Thus, the algorithm in (14) is numerically stable provided that the above assumptions hold. 
In a similar manner, we can prove that the algorithm in (13) is numerically stable for r >j 3. [] 
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One of the applications of the principal nth root of a matrix is in the derivation of the matrix 
sector algorithm which in turn has many applications in solving control system problems [14, 15]. 
The fast and stable matrix sector algorithm corresponding to the fast and stable principal nth root 
algorithm in (13) can be obtained by modifying (13), appropriately. The matrix sector function is 
shown in (5a), or 
Sectorn (A) ffi Sn (A) = A (x~) - I  (28) 
where the matrix ~ denotes the principal nth root of An. Note that Sectorn(A)#A-~/-~ 
for n ~>3. 
The direct use of the algorithm in (13) to compute x~ and the matrix sector function in (28) 
where A is an ill-conditioned matrix may give numerically unstable results because it involves the 
computation of .4 n which may be numerically unstable. To overcome this difficulty, we develop 
a fast and stable algorithm for computing the matrix sector function in the following. 
Defining Q (k)~-AR-I(k) and G (k)_A A n R "" (k) -- Q n (k) and using R (0) ffi Im and G (0) = A n, we 
obtain the simplified matrix sector algorithm from the algorithm in (13) for k = 0, 1,2 . . . .  as follows: 
i 
Y,j(k)= ~. Yp.(y_,)(k)+Qn(k) ~ Y,.tj_,)(k) 
pf f i l  I=1+1 
Yi.l(k)=Im fo r j - -2 ,3  . . . . .  r and i = 1,2 . . . . .  n (29a) 
Q(k + 1) = Q(k)Y2.j(k)Y~J(k), Q(O) ffi A, lim Q(k) = Sn(A) (29b) 
k--, oo 
where n denotes the index of the n th root of a matrix and r is the order of the desired convergence 
rate. 
Corollary 3.1 
The algorithm in (29) with r (t> 2)th order convergence rate is numerically stable in the sense that 
at the kth iteration has only a bounded effect on succeeding iterates if no new errors are intr~uced 
on succeeding iterates. 
Proof. The proof of Corollary 3.1 is similar to that in Theorem 3.1. [] 
Some explicit forms of the/tlgorithm in (29) are listed as follows: 
When r = 2, (29) becomes 
Q (k + 1)= Q (k )[2Im + (n - 2)Qn(k )][Im + (n -- 1)Qn(k)] -~ 
Q(0) = A, lim Q(k) = Sn(A). (30) 
k--~ oo 
When r = 3, (29) becomes 
Q(k + 1)= Q 
I n 2 + 5n - 12 
(k) 3I. + 2 
I n2+ 3n -4  
x I.-t 2 Qn(k)+ 
Q(0)=A,  lim Q(k)=S~(A). 
k--* oo 
n2-5n +6 1 
Qn(k ) "~ 2 Q~(k )
n 2 - 3n + 2 -l -m 
2 Q~(k) J 
(31) 
Substituting n --2, 3 and 4 to (30) and (31), we obtain the following results, 
When r = 2 and n = 2, we have 
Q(k + 1) = Q(k)[21m][Im + Q2(k)]-~, Q(0) = A, lira Q(k) = S2(A) 
k.-* 0o 
o r  
(32a) 
Q(k + 1) -- ½[Q-'(k) + Q(k)], Q (0) ffi A, lim Q (k) = S (A). 
k~oo 
(32b) 
Note that Qn(k) ffi Q~(k) for n = 2 only. 
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When r = 2 and n = 3, we have 
Q(k + 1) = Q (k)[2I. + Q3(k)][I m + 2Q3(k)] -1, 
When r = 2 and n = 4, we have 
Q(0)=A,  l imQ(k)=S3(A) .  (33) 
k~oo 
Q(k + 1)=Q(k)[2Im+2Qa(k)][I,,+3Q4(k)] -~, Q(0)=A,  lim Q(k)=S4(A ). (34) 
k~oo 
When r = 3 and n = 2, we have 
Q(k + 1)=Q(k)[3I,,+Q2(k)][I,,+ 3Q2(k)] -~, Q(0)=A,  lim Q(k)=S2(A). (35) 
k~o0 
When r = 3 and n = 3, we have 
Q(k + 1) = Q(k)[3I,,, + 6Q3(k)][I,,, + 7Q3(k) + ar(k)]-~ 
a(0)  = A, lim Q(k) = S3(A). (36) 
k~oo 
When r = 3 and n = 4, we have 
Q(k + 1)= Q (k)[31m + 12Q4(k)+ QS(k)][I m + 1204(k)+ 3QS(k)] l 
a (o)  = A, lim a(k)  = S4(A). (37) 
k~oo 
Note that the algorithm in (32b) is the commonly used matrix sign algorithm [1, 2, 7] for r = 2. 
Comparing the algorithms in (14) with that in [9] for finding the principal nth root of a matrix 
and the algorithm in (30) with that in [14, 15] for determining the matrix sector function, it can 
be noted that the proposed algorithms do significantly improve the computational spects of the 
existing algorithms. 
4.  
Example 4.1 
Given a stiff matrix [10, 17], 
I LLUSTRATIVE  EXAMPLE 
A = 
l0 0 1 -- 1 0.01 0 O0 
-- 1 - -1 100 100 
--1 -1  - -100  100.]  
where tr(A)= {0.01, 1,100 +j l00}.  It is desired to find the ~.  The exact solution is 
1 0 0 0 
= --0.792481 0.215444 0 0 
--0.013484 --0.013483 5.032481 1.348449 
--0.048250 --0.048173 -- 1.348449 5.032481 
where each eigenvalue of ~ (= (0.215444, 1, 5.032481 +jl.348449}) is the principal cubic root 
of each tr (A). Let us define the absolute rror e,,(k)zx ILR (k) - ~ II, where R (k) is the computed 
cubic root of A at the kth iteration. For this example, the upper limit for the iteration index k 
is taken as 30. 
Applying the algorithm in [9] with n = 3 and r = 2 in (3), we find that this algorithm converges 
in the usual sense at k - -6 with the e,,(k)= 4.347 x 10-7; however, it diverges very quickly as 
shown in the following data. For k from 7 to 12, the corresponding ea(k) are 1.74 x 10 -4, 
3.3 x 10 -2, 1.93, 1.203 x 10 3, 2.485 x 105 and 1.2 x 10 7, respectively. Therefore, this algorithm is 
numerically unstable. The algorithm with n = 3 and r = 2 in (16) converges at k = 6 with the 
e,,(k) = 4.0 x 10 -15, then remains invariant for k I> 6. The algorithm with n = 2 and r = 3 in (18) 
converges at k = 5 with the e,,(k) = 6.1 x 10 -~2, then remains invariant for k i> 6. The algorithm 
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with n = 3 and r = 4 in (22) converges at k = 4 with the ea(k )= 2.346 x 10 -~2, then remains 
invariant for k >1 5. Therefore, the algor ithms proposed in this paper  are numerical ly stable. Note 
that a high convergence rate algor ithm may not necessarily give the faster computat ional  time. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Rapid ly  convergent and more stable recursive algor ithms for finding the principal nth root  of  
a matr ix and for determining the matrix sector function have been developed. The developed 
recursive algor ithms can be appl ied to an i l l -condit ioned matr ix containing large and small 
eigenvalues. By means of  a perturbat ion analysis with suitable assumptions,  it is shown that the 
the proposed recursive algor ithms are numerical ly more stable than the algorithms in [8, 9, 14]. The 
analysis of  absolute numerical  stabil ity of  the proposed algorithms has not  been done in this paper. 
The developed algor ithms will enhance the capabil it ies o f  the existing computat ional  a lgor ithms 
such as the principal n th root  algorithm, the matr ix sign algor i thm and the matrix sector a lgor i thm 
which in turn can be appl ied to many control  system problems. 
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